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DATE: 2/12/2020
LOCATION: PLATE MILL
REFERENCE: I1835730

An electrician identified live cables using Test Before You Touch in a redundant panel which is to be removed. One set of cables had wire numbers however neither the wire numbers nor associated panel 
equipment could be identified on circuit diagrams. The source of supply was eventually identified through equipment labels and circuit breaker schedules and the cable isolated. An additional cable had no 
identification and requires physical tracing to identify the source of supply and verify isolation. 

This incident serves as another great reminder why Test Before You Touch is such an important process. It’s our last line of defence, all conductors must be checked before commencing work. 

Equipment identification, labels and drawings must be maintained to ensure equipment can be correctly identified and isolated when required. Plant modifications must be approved and documented.

Cables going to a siren call pushbutton.  The source of 

supply was identified and isolated

Exposed conductors of the energised 240V ac 

cable which could not be identified
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DATE: 18/12/2020
LOCATION: SPRINGHILL -CPCM
REFERENCE: I1843818

An electrician could not switch a man cooling fan off using the toggle switch of the outlet it was plugged into. The outlet and plug showed signs of heating and when the plug was removed the active pin 
remained stuck in the outlet socket and was now exposed. The electrician tested the pin and found it energised at 240 Vac due to the faulty switch. The outlet had evidence of corrosion and hot joint.

The outlet with the energised 

active pin sticking out

The heat effected plug and the removed active pin

The internals of the outlet showing where the toggle under the 

switch was stuck leaving the active pin energised.

Note the amount of corrosion on all the metal surfaces 
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DATE: 3/12/2020
LOCATION: BOS
REFERENCE: I1836394

During commissioning after a shut-down it was discovered schematics for four motor starter circuits did not accurately reflect control wiring in each cell. The schematics show a local stop push button contact 
operating directly into the main contactor control circuit, when in fact the local stop/reset button was found to act as a mechanical reset for the thermal overload and relies on an extension shaft aligning with the 
overload reset tab to reset and stop the circuit. The shaft isn’t guided, risks missing the overload contact point and may not act as a reliable stop interlock before opening the main isolator.
Additional stop push buttons and contacts have now been installed as per the original schematics.

The internals of the MCC cells showing the inside of the pushbutton, the mechanical plunger and 

the O/L relay. Note the PB connector on the end of the plunger.

The front door of one of the starters 

and the red Stop/reset pushbutton

Close up of the O/L reset tab and 

the plunger with the BP connector.

The use of the BP connector was 

used to ensure the accuracy of the 

plunger onto the O/L tab?
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DATE: 3/12/2020
LOCATION: WESTERN SYDNEY SERVICE CENTRE
REFERENCE: I1836327

Damaged cabling was found inside an air conditioning unit which was not working correctly. Both the outer protective sheath 
and conductor insulation was severely worn leaving uninsulated exposed conductors. Cabling to the local control panel had 
come loose from the support harness on the panel wall, eventually resulting in contact with the fan blades. The fan impeller 
and blade are plastic, no electrical protection tripped. The outer wall of the unit was earthed correctly.
Wiring must be adequately secured and appropriately protected for the installation environment and service conditions. In
service inspections are required to ensure wiring remains secured and protected.

The damaged outer sheath and single insulation 

wiring with the exposed conductors

Inside the air conditioning unit 

with the cover open.

With the cover closed the 

wiring to the control unit on the 

cover comes very close to the 

moving fan

The plastic fan blade

The control unit wiring 

mounted on panel 

cover which when in 

place is very close to 

the fan 

Movement of cover
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DATE: 21/12/2020
LOCATION: CENTRAL LAB
REFERENCE: I1845405

An air sampling unit supplied from a 15 A outlet had been left in operation at the Sinter Plant for approximately 12 months before it was ready to be removed. During this period the technician had to reset the 
outlet supply circuit breaker on several occasions, and once the sampling was complete the technician found the plug of the lead could not be removed from the outlet. After isolating the outlet a second 
attempt was made to remove the plug, this time the plug broke and the lead came free from the plug. The plug pins had melted inside the outlet due to overloading over a long time period. The outlet and 
protection will be replaced.

The IP56 rated plug 

in two pieces.

The melted 

insulation on the 

pins showing signs 

of heating

The broken face plate of 

the outlet
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DATE: 26/11/2020
LOCATION: SINTER PLANT
REFERENCE: I1831368

An operator of the waste gas cleaning plant noticed a fire coming from the bottom of the off load isolator for the dedusting 
fan. The isolator was identified and isolated at the MCC cell. It was noticed the white phase of the isolation verification LEDs 
was not illuminated, indicating the motor was running on two phases at that time. The isolator suffered hot joint damage on 
the blue phase, contacts had melted and a lot of the cable insulation was damaged. The supply and motor cable glands were 
poorly installed allowing ingress into the enclosure and in this instance flames to exit and damage the outer sheath of the 
motor cable.
Phase imbalance or phase loss protection would have prevented damage to the isolator and switch. Ensure circuits are
appropriately protected.

The internals of the off load 

isolator with the burnt insulation, 

melted copper and damaged 

wiring

The damage to the motor cable.

Note how badly fitting the cable 

glands are onto the cables
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DATE: 6/12/2020
LOCATION: STEEL TREATMENT
REFERENCE: I1837309

An operator using the No.2 CAS station lid winch heard a load bang where the traverse motion was used. The traverse drive motor was found on the floor and the motor wiring detached. One of the motor 
flange holding bolts had snapped off, while the other three bolts were found sitting on the ground next the motor. It appears the bolts were not tightened correctly. The 16amp main fuses for the motor tipped.

The No.2 CAS station lid winch traverse motor in position after the repairs

The motor and bolts 

on the ground

The position where the motor 

was flange mounted


